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Hans de Zwart,
Here's what's trending on Twitter today.

Mozilla @mozilla
Mozilla's privacy & public policy lead @alexanderfowler on
digital surveillance & what's at stake: ow.ly/lV53Z

11 Jun

StopWatching.Us: Mozilla launches massive campaign on
digital surveillance
Last week, media reports emerged that the US government is requiring vast
amounts of data from Internet and phone companies via top secret surveillance
programs. ...
3
RELATED TWEETS

Allison Rossett @arossett
Learning & development people unite! blog.cathymoore.com/2013/06/learni… Manifesto and reading list
#lrnchat #ispi

11 Jun

Cathy MooreLet's save the world from boring elearning
We, the downtrodden and ignored learning and development professionals of
the world, hereby shake off the shackles of convention and obedience and
proclaim the arrival of a new order!
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Axel Arnbak @axelarnbak
BREAKING Dutch spooks also tap into the #nsa #prism
program: owl.li/lUTSN predicted this in our paper [2.2]
owl.li/lUTZ8

11 Jun

Bits of Freedom: Dutch spooks must stop use of PRISM
Today reveals that also the Dutch intelligence services make use of PRISM, the
controversial US intelligence program that was exposed by the newspaper The
Guardian. Dutch digital rights organization Bits of Freedom…
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Gabriella Coleman @BiellaColeman
Snowden is a system administrator, one of the most

11 Jun

Snowden is a system administrator, one of the most
understudied technologist of our times
nytimes.com/2013/06/11/us/… (in part cuz aint "sexy")
How Edward J. Snowden Orchestrated a
Blockbuster Story
Edward J. Snowden orchestrated an elaborate plan to
reveal the closely guarded secrets he had emerged with
from deep inside the American national security apparatus.
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XQ @MissXQ
The most popular photo on Weibo in the past 24 hours.
pic.twitter.com/iaTE3yVcM5

11 Jun
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Julian Sanchez @normative
We're paranoid cranks until there's proof; then it's old
news because we've been saying it for years.

11 Jun
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CPK Restaurants @calpizzakitchen
Fascinating. RT @meganamram: Starting a petition to
rename all the California Pizza Kitchens that are in
California just "Pizza Kitchens"

11 Jun
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Firefox @firefox
Do you use the Quick Find shortcut? To use it, press the
"/" button.

11 Jun
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